Security Threat Intelligence

Understand and identify threats
before they damage your business
Cyber-crime is an ever present threat and security breaches can have
a devastating impact. Most organisations have set up their defences
and are ready to respond to an attack. But to really get ahead of
the game you need an intelligence-led approach which will help you
better understand and control risks before they affect the business.
Security Threat Intelligence gives you an insight into the tools,
techniques and procedures used by cyber criminals so you can focus
your defensive resources and stay ahead of the threat.
Our cybersecurity analysts use our threat intelligence platform to
organise and aggregate data, captured by a horizon scanning process,
before translating it into positive security actions. That means you don’t
have to sift through massive amounts of event and incident data to
try and work out what’s going on – and you can focus your defensive
activities according to real world needs. Our platform accelerates
response activities and offers analysts the means to undertake
comprehensive threat hunting activities, pivoting easily from indicator
to attack, actor and motivation.
Accelerating intelligence
The changing face of digital crime means that effective threat defence is
no longer the sole concern of front line security staff. Because a cyberattack affects the whole business and can dramatically impact its value,
digital security sits right at the top of the boardroom agenda and places
responsibility on directors to have an awareness of the risks at hand.
With our partners we also monitor open source media for keywords
and phrases based on your profile, so we can get an overview of the
chatter around your brand on the internet. And with intelligencedriven operations at the heart of your organisation, threat intelligence
becomes a business enabler. You’ll save time and resources on threat
identification and can focus on the most important threats and protect
what is really important rather than trying to protect everything.

Bring the real threat into focus
• I mprove awareness and insight of threats to
respond faster
• S ee what’s going on in your network in real time
to highlight any potential problems
• Save time collating intelligence data
• R
 educe your risk profile by identifying what’s
already out there on your business
• P
 rioritise vulnerabilities and remediation works
according to external threat
• T ap into a wider net of intelligence for the best
possible view of potential threats
• M
 ake risk-based decisions through operational
and strategic intelligence

Security Threat Intelligence

Setting up the first line of defence
At a time when organisations are being asked to do more with less, Security
Threat Intelligence allows businesses to make the most of their intelligence by
providing convenient access to data feeds from a range of service providers,
so you can tailor your requirements according to your existing needs.
Using Threat Connect and a versatile application programme
interface (API), it becomes possible to integrate a range of
defensive technologies. This enriches data sourced from a variety of
security management tools including Firewalls, Intrusion Detection
and Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS) or Security Incident and Event
management (SIEM) deployments. We offer two levels of service:
1. Security Threat Intelligence
For customers who are developing an intelligence capability,
and need a broad view of the threat landscape, fed through
regular updates and email briefings:
• daily threat advisories
• twice weekly global threat summaries

Security Threat Intelligence Platinum also includes:
• fundamental threat assessments
• portal access and support
• user licences
• user training
• API provision
• monthly executive level threat reports
• quarterly periodicals across a range of security themes
• monthly customer review sessions
• a ccess to Security Threat Intelligence resources for
ad hoc tasking or threat development reports

• monthly executive level threat briefings.
2. Security Threat Intelligence Platinum
Builds a service around your needs and situation. It enables brand
protection and monitoring and provides access to our Threat
Intelligence Platform:
• dedicated analysis for your business
• open source media monitoring and credential harvesting
• access to BT’s Threat Connect Intelligence Platform
• additional modules tailored to your needs.

Clear visibility of data to allow analysts to pivot easily

We have 15 security operations centres around the world giving
us a unique combination of macro level perspective and local
level insight.

Short term

Our Security Threat Intelligence team is made up of experts from a
diverse range of private and public sector backgrounds. They have
an emphasis on intelligence based threat analysis and the majority
of them are involved in direct research.

Long term

Why choose BT?

Strategic

Tactical

High level information
on changing risk
The board

Attacker methodolgies,
tools and tactics
Architects and sys-admins

Operational

Technical

Details of a specific incoming attack
Defenders

Indicators of specific malware
SOC staff/IR

High level

Low level

Supports decisions at multiple organisational levels

What could Security Threat Intelligence do for you?
Visit bt.com/globalservices
Offices worldwide.
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